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Natural DNA is exquisitely evolved to store genetic information. The chirally inverted l-DNA, possessing the same informational capacity but resistant to biodegradation, may serve as a robust, bioorthogonal information repository. Here we chemically synthesize a 90-kDa high-fidelity mirror-image Pfu DNA polymerase that enables accurate assembly of a kilobase-sized
mirror-image gene. We use the polymerase to encode in l-DNA an 1860 paragraph by Louis Pasteur that first proposed a
mirror-image world of biology. We realize chiral steganography by embedding a chimeric d-DNA/l-DNA key molecule in a
d-DNA storage library, which conveys a false or secret message depending on the chirality of reading. Furthermore, we show
that a trace amount of an l-DNA barcode preserved in water from a local pond remains amplifiable and sequenceable for 1 year,
whereas a d-DNA barcode under the same conditions could not be amplified after 1 day. These next-generation mirror-image
molecular tools may transform the development of advanced mirror-image biology systems and pave the way for the realization
of the mirror-image central dogma and exploration of their applications.

T

he concept of a mirror-image world of biology was first proposed more than 160 years ago by Pasteur soon after his discovery of molecular chirality1, and yet to date, a mirror-image
form of life has not been discovered in nature or synthesized in
the laboratory. Such mirror-image biology systems would require
chirally inverted versions of the enzymes and substrates involved
in the central dogma of molecular biology2–4. On the nucleic acid
front, traditional column-based phosphoramidate chemistry has
enabled efficient mirror-image (l-) oligonucleotide synthesis of up
to ~150 nucleotides (nt) for DNA and ~70 nt for RNA5,6. On the protein front, the conjunction of solid-phase peptide synthesis (SPPS)7
and native chemical ligation (NCL)8–10 has yielded effective means
for the total chemical synthesis of various mirror-image (d-) proteins2,11–17. Despite the recent development of new peptide synthesis
methods, such as automated fast-flow peptide synthesis capable of
producing peptide chains of up to 164 amino acids (aa)18, chemical protein synthesis has remained limited to relatively small proteins; the synthesis of proteins larger than ~400 aa is much harder to
achieve, mainly owing to the limited synthesis and ligation efficiencies of peptide segments. The lack of methods to synthesize long
mirror-image nucleic acid and large mirror-image protein molecules has prohibitively constrained the development of advanced
mirror-image biology systems.
We have demonstrated that one way to overcome the bottleneck
of synthesizing long l-nucleic acid molecules is through enzymatic
polymerization by mirror-image polymerases. We initially developed a mirror-image genetic replication and transcription system
based on the mirror-image version of the 174-aa African swine fever
virus polymerase X (ASFV pol X)2. This was followed by a more
efficient and thermostable 352-aa Sulfolobus solfataricus P2 DNA
polymerase IV (Dpo4) developed by us and others15–17. Despite
the high error rates owing to the erroneous nature of the polymerases15,19, as a proof of concept, these earlier studies demonstrated
error-prone genetic replication and transcription2, error-prone

mirror-image polymerase chain reaction (MI-PCR) with assembly
and amplification of short genes15–17, and error-prone mirror-image
gene transcription and reverse transcription19. In particular, using
a mutant version of mirror-image Dpo4 (d-Dpo4-5m-Y12S),
we enzymatically transcribed a full-length 120-nt mirror-image
5S ribosomal RNA (rRNA), which was too long to be chemically
synthesized19. These early generation mirror-image polymerases
represented a reluctant compromise between polymerase size and
efficiency2,15–17, as small polymerases, such as ASFV pol X and Dpo4
(with error rates on the order of 10−2 and 10−4, respectively)20–22,
have intrinsically poor enzymatic activity and fidelity, making them
unsuitable for the faithful assembly, amplification and transcription
of long mirror-image genes2,15,16,19, and for realization of practical
mirror-image DNA information systems.
Harnessing mirror-image versions of the best and typically
larger enzymatic tools that nature offers is key to the development
of advanced mirror-image biology systems, but has remained challenging. Here we set out to chemically synthesize the mirror-image
version of the 775-aa, hyperthermostable, high-fidelity Pyrococcus
furiosus (Pfu) DNA polymerase, which possesses the highest fidelity among known natural thermostable DNA polymerases23 and
is one of the most widely used PCR enzymes in laboratories. Its
total chemical synthesis faced substantial obstacles as the molecular mass of Pfu DNA polymerase, at 90 kDa, is about twice that
of the 40-kDa Dpo4 (the previously reported largest chemically
synthesized non-homopolymeric protein)15–17 and the ~50-kDa
hexa-ubiquitin– and tetra-ubiquitin–α-globin proteins (with side
chain homopolymer ubiquitin segments included)24,25. Therefore,
we introduced new strategies to facilitate the chemical synthesis
of large mirror-image proteins, including split-protein designs and
systematic isoleucine substitution, leading to the successful synthesis of the 90-kDa high-fidelity mirror-image Pfu DNA polymerase,
which enabled accurate assembly of a kilobase-sized mirror-image
gene and use of l-DNA for bioorthogonal information storage.
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Design and synthesis of the 90-kDa high-fidelity mirror-image
Pfu DNA polymerase. We reasoned that using split-protein designs
could simplify the problem of chemically synthesizing large proteins
into the preparation of two or more smaller protein fragments that
can co-fold in vitro into a functionally intact enzyme. In addition,
this strategy would allow the synthesis, purification, ligation and
desulfurization of each split-protein fragment to be performed in
parallel, reducing the overall time and costs needed for chemically
synthesizing large proteins, as well as for corrections when synthesis
failure on certain fragment(s) occurs. Many enzymes have natural
or engineered split versions, including the Pfu DNA polymerase:
a previously discovered split site between K467 and M468 in the
coiled coil motif of its finger domain divides the polymerase into
two fragments (a 467-aa Pfu-N fragment and a 308-aa Pfu-C fragment; Fig. 1a) without substantially affecting its PCR activity and
fidelity26. Nevertheless, the synthesis of the Pfu-N fragment with
467 aa (54 kDa) alone, much larger than Dpo4 with 352 aa (40 kDa),
still poses considerable challenges. One of the hurdles is that NCL
of synthetic peptides prepared by SPPS requires an amino-terminal
cysteine residue at the ligation site, and yet the wild-type (WT) Pfu
DNA polymerase has only four cysteine residues (C429 and C443
in the Pfu-N fragment, and C507 and C510 in the Pfu-C fragment).
Although we took advantage of a previously reported metal-free
radical-based desulfurization approach to convert unprotected cysteine to alanine residue after NCL27 so that another eight ligation
sites with alanine residues (A40, A163, A223 and A408 in the Pfu-N
fragment, and A501, A596, A652 and A715 in the Pfu-C fragment)
could be also used, some of the peptide segments were still too long
to be prepared by SPPS directly. Therefore, we designed a mutant
version of the Pfu DNA polymerase with five point mutations
(encoding E102A, E276A, K317G and V367L in the Pfu-N fragment, and I540A in the Pfu-C fragment) based on multiple sequence
alignment (MSA) to introduce additional ligation sites (Methods
and Supplementary Fig. 1), without substantially affecting the PCR
activity of the polymerase (split Pfu-5m; Supplementary Fig. 2).
Another challenge is the synthesis and ligation of hydrophobic peptide segments under aqueous conditions. Current
methods to overcome this problem mainly focus on introducing various chemical modifications to the peptide, such as an
N-(2-hydroxy-4-methoxybenzyl) (Hmb) moiety28,29, removable
solubilizing tags30,31, pseudoprolines32,33 and depsipeptide (O-acyl
isopeptide)34,35, although their practical use is often constrained
by the laborious procedures involved and the requirement of special amino acid derivatives. Here we addressed this problem by an
alternative approach through introducing mutations. For example,
we found the Pfu-C-4 segment difficult to synthesize by standard
9-fluorenylmethyloxycarbonyl (Fmoc)-based SPPS (Supplementary
Fig. 3a), with poor solubility in aqueous acetonitrile and 6 M
Gn·HCl solutions for downstream purification and NCL. We reasoned that isoleucine is one of the most bulky and hydrophobic proteinogenic amino acids36,37, and thus substituting the isoleucine(s)
in a hydrophobic peptide with other less bulky or hydrophobic
amino acids (such as valine, leucine, alanine and so on) may substantially alter the physicochemical properties of the peptide segment. We introduced a systematic isoleucine substitution approach
based on MSA and structural data to substitute all seven isoleucine
residues in this segment (I598V, I605T, I611V, I619A, I631L, I643V
and I648T; Methods and Supplementary Fig. 1) without substantially affecting the PCR activity of the polymerase (Supplementary
Fig. 2). Indeed, with these seven point mutations, the synthesis of
this peptide segment was readily achieved (Supplementary Fig. 3b),
and it also became soluble in aqueous acetonitrile and 6 M Gn·HCl
solutions for downstream purification and NCL, allowing us to
bypass the need to resort to other chemical modifications for its
synthesis. Although other bulky and hydrophobic amino acids such
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Fig. 1 | Synthetic natural and mirror-image Pfu DNA polymerases. a, The
structure of the WT Pfu DNA polymerase (PDB: 3A2F) in its natural and
mirror-image forms, showing the N fragment in blue and the C fragment
in magenta. The split-site residues (K467 and M468) are highlighted in
red. b, The recombinant split, mutant Pfu DNA polymerase expressed and
purified from E. coli (Recombinant) and synthetic natural and mirror-image
Pfu DNA polymerases of the same sequence (Synthetic l- and Synthetic d-,
respectively), analyzed by 12% SDS–PAGE, stained with Coomassie brilliant
blue. M, protein marker. The experiment was performed twice with similar
results. c, PCR amplification of a 100-bp DNA sequence by recombinant
split, mutant Pfu DNA polymerase (Recombinant), synthetic natural and
mirror-image Pfu DNA polymerases of the same sequence (Synthetic
l- and Synthetic d-, respectively), and negative controls without natural
or mirror-image polymerase (NC and MI-NC, respectively), analyzed by
3% sieving agarose gel electrophoresis and stained with ExRed. M, DNA
marker. The experiment was performed twice with similar results.

as phenylalanine and tyrosine can also be substituted using similar
methods, in our current work, we chose to substitute isoleucine as
it is typically more abundant in natural proteins37 (in fact, no phenylalanine or tyrosine exists in Pfu-C-4), and systematic isoleucine
substitution also drastically reduces the costs for synthesizing the
d-polymerase (Methods). Therefore, we substituted a large number
(41 out of 71, or 58%) of isoleucine residues in the Pfu DNA polymerase to other amino acids (such as valine, leucine and alanine
and so on) without substantially affecting the PCR activity of the
polymerase (split Pfu-5m-30I; Supplementary Fig. 2).
We used these strategies to chemically synthesize both the natural and mirror-image versions of the Pfu DNA polymerase. The
Pfu-N fragment was divided into 9 peptide segments ranging from
40 to 62 aa in length (Extended Data Fig. 1), and the Pfu-C fragment
was divided into 6 segments ranging from 33 to 63 aa (Extended
Data Fig. 2). The peptide segments were prepared by Fmoc-based
SPPS, purified by reversed-phase high-performance liquid chromatography (RP-HPLC) and assembled by hydrazide-based NCL
with a convergent assembly strategy38,39, followed by metal-free
Nature Biotechnology | www.nature.com/naturebiotechnology
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Fig. 2 | Mirror-image gene assembly by the mirror-image Pfu DNA
polymerase. a, A mirror-image version of the central dogma of molecular
biology (gray arrows), including mirror-image genetic replication (ASFV
pol X, Dpo4 and Pfu), transcription (ASFV pol X and Dpo4-Y12S), reverse
transcription (Dpo4) and translation, and the role of the high-fidelity
mirror-image Pfu DNA polymerase and mirror-image gene assembly
in realizing it (blue arrows). b, A schematic overview of the two-step
assembly of a 1.5-kb mirror-image 16S rRNA gene. c, l-DNA blocks of
450–600 bp assembled by mirror-image assembly PCR from short,
synthetic l-DNA oligonucleotides of ~90 nt, analyzed by 1.5% agarose
gel electrophoresis and stained with ExRed. d, A full-length 1.5-kb
mirror-image 16S rRNA gene obtained by mirror-image assembly PCR from
the three l-DNA blocks, analyzed by 1.5% agarose gel electrophoresis and
stained with ExRed. M, DNA marker. The experiment was performed once.

radical-based desulfurization27 (Extended Data Figs. 1 and 2, and
Supplementary Figs. 15–60). After several synthesis attempts, we
obtained a total of 4.3 mg l-Pfu-N fragment with an observed molecular mass of 54,830.0 Da (calculated molecular mass of 54,829.9 Da;
Supplementary Fig. 29) and 2.2 mg l-Pfu-C fragment with an
observed molecular mass of 35,563.2 Da (calculated molecular
mass of 35,563.0 Da; Supplementary Fig. 37) for the l-polymerase;
a total of 16.5 mg d-Pfu-N fragment with an observed molecular
mass of 54,829.5 Da (calculated molecular mass of 54,829.9 Da;
Nature Biotechnology | www.nature.com/naturebiotechnology

Supplementary Fig. 52) and 11.9 mg d-Pfu-C fragment with an
observed molecular mass of 35,561.9 Da (calculated molecular mass
of 35,563.0 Da; Supplementary Fig. 60) for the d-polymerase. Both
the synthetic l- and d-polymerases were folded by dialysis, followed
by heat precipitation at 85 °C, which further improved the purity of
the correctly folded protein (Supplementary Fig. 4). Next, we analyzed the folded polymerases by sodium dodecyl sulfate–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS–PAGE; Fig. 1b), and tested their PCR
activities on short, 100-base-pair (bp) synthetic d- or l-DNA templates, and measured comparable amplification efficiencies between
the recombinant, and synthetic l- and d-polymerases (Fig. 1c
and Supplementary Fig. 5). We also quantified the fidelity of the
synthetic l-polymerase on a 1.2-kilobase (kb) DNA template, and
Sanger sequencing of the PCR products measured an error rate of
3.6 × 10−6 (Supplementary Table 1), consistent with that of the WT
Pfu DNA polymerase reported in previous studies23.
Assembly of a kilobase-sized mirror-image gene. We carried
out the assembly of a full-length 1.5-kb mirror-image 16S rRNA
gene (Fig. 2a). As many of the enzymatic tools and molecular
cloning techniques are currently unavailable in the mirror-image
system, we developed an approach for the accurate assembly of
kilobase-sized mirror-image genes with the limited, currently available mirror-image molecular tools. We began by testing the gene
assembly using synthetic l- Pfu DNA polymerase on d-DNA with a
modified two-step assembly procedure40: DNA blocks of 450–600 bp
were first assembled from short, synthetic oligonucleotides of
~90 nt (Supplementary Table 2), followed by a second step to
assemble the DNA blocks into a full-length 1.5-kb 16S rRNA gene
(Fig. 2b). However, in our initial attempt, Sanger sequencing of the
assembled full-length sequences indicated that only ~40% of them
were correct (Supplementary Table 1), with most of the errors being
nucleotide deletions, likely arising from the minus 1- and 2-nt
products from oligonucleotide synthesis. Thus, we modified the
oligonucleotide purification approach using denaturing PAGE with
single-nucleotide resolution to substantially improve the quality of
the synthetic oligonucleotides by removing the majority of the plus/
minus 1- and 2-nt sequences, after which most of the deletion errors
were eliminated, and ~90% of the final assembled sequences were
correct (the rest contained only single-nucleotide substitutions;
Supplementary Table 1). Therefore, using the same oligonucleotide purification approach and mirror-image assembly PCR, we
performed the assembly of a full-length 1.5-kb mirror-image 16S
rRNA gene (Fig. 2c,d), which will become a template for the future
enzymatic transcription into mirror-image 16S rRNA, a linchpin in
building a functional mirror-image ribosome towards realizing the
mirror-image central dogma2–4 (Fig. 2a).
Mirror-image DNA information storage. We explored the application of the high-fidelity mirror-image Pfu DNA polymerase in
storing information. We selected a paragraph from the 1860 publication by Pasteur in which the concept of a mirror-image world
of biology was first proposed1 (Fig. 3a), encoded the information
into DNA sequences (Extended Data Fig. 3 and Supplementary
Table 3) and archived them into 11 double-stranded l-DNA segments of 220 bp in length (Supplementary Table 4), each assembled
from 4 short, synthetic l-DNA oligonucleotides of 70–90 nt by the
mirror-image Pfu DNA polymerase (Fig. 3b,c). The l-DNA storage
library containing all 11 segments (l-S1 to l-S11) was biostable in
that each of the segments was amplifiable even after being treated by
natural DNase I (Fig. 3d,e). The reading of l-DNA can be realized
through l-DNA chemical sequencing41, or sequencing-by-synthesis
using mirror-image polymerases such as Dpo4 and the Pfu
DNA polymerase, by the phosphorothioate approach with
l-deoxynucleoside α-thiotriphosphates (l-dNTPαSs) and cleavage
by 2-iodoethanol42,43, or by the chain-termination approach with
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Fig. 3 | Mirror-image DNA information storage. a, The selected paragraph from Pasteur’s 1860 publication in which the concept of a mirror-image world
of biology was first proposed1. b, A schematic overview of mirror-image DNA information storage. l-DNA-seq, l-DNA sequencing. c, Information-storing
double-stranded l-DNA segments of 220 bp (l-S1 to l-S11), each assembled by the mirror-image Pfu DNA polymerase using mirror-image assembly PCR
from 4 short, synthetic l-DNA oligonucleotides of 70–90 nt, and the l-DNA storage library containing all 11 segments (l-library), analyzed by 2.5% agarose
gel electrophoresis and stained with ExRed. The experiment was performed twice with similar results. d, Amplified d- and l-DNA storage libraries were
treated by natural DNase I, analyzed by 2.5% agarose gel electrophoresis and stained with ExRed. The experiment was performed twice with similar results.
e, Information-storing l-DNA segments of 203 bp, each amplified by d-Dpo4-5m from the DNase I-treated l-DNA storage library with segment-specific
sequencing primers, analyzed by 2.5% agarose gel electrophoresis and stained with ExRed. M, DNA marker. The experiment was performed twice with
similar results. f, Sequencing chromatogram of the information-storing l-DNA segment S1 by d-Dpo4-5m with l-dNTPαSs and 5′-FAM-labeled forward
sequencing primer (with the corresponding sequencing gels shown in Supplementary Fig. 7a). The experiment was performed twice with similar results.
g, Sequencing chromatogram of the information-storing l-DNA segment S1 by d-Dpo4-5m with l-dNTPαSs and 5′-Cy5-labeled reverse sequencing primer
(with the corresponding sequencing gels shown in Supplementary Fig. 7b). The experiment was performed twice with similar results.

l-dideoxynucleoside triphosphates44. Here, for the convenience of
synthesizing mirror-image Dpo4 and l-dNTPαSs, we chose to apply
d-Dpo4-5m (a mutant version of Dpo4 to facilitate its chemical
synthesis)15,16 and l-dNTPαSs for l-DNA sequencing-by-synthesis
(Methods). We also applied a bi-directional sequencing approach
using 5′-labeled primers each with different dyes (FAM or Cy5),
which improved the maximum read length in a single reaction
to ~180 bp by denaturing PAGE (Supplementary Fig. 7). The

information-storing l-DNA segments of 203 bp were each amplified from the DNase I-treated l-DNA storage library by d-Dpo4-5m
with segment-specific sequencing primers (Fig. 3e), and the l-DNA
segment S1 was sequenced by d-Dpo4-5m to retrieve the encoded
digital text without detectable error (Fig. 3f,g and Supplementary
Figs. 6a and 7), highlighting the abilities of the mirror-image DNA
information system to faithfully write and read the information
contents stored in l-DNA.
Nature Biotechnology | www.nature.com/naturebiotechnology
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Chiral steganography. We applied the mirror-image DNA information system to secure communication in a chiral steganography experiment, where a d-DNA storage library encodes the
selected paragraph from Pasteur’s 1860 publication1 as a ‘cover text’
(Fig. 4a), and an l-DNA key helps to decrypt the ‘stego text’ (secret
message). A total of 550 characters in the paragraph were serially
numbered from 001 to 550. Embedding an l-DNA key molecule in
the d-DNA storage library would enable the conveyance of a secret
message; yet, to make the secret message even more disguised, we
designed a chimeric d-DNA/l-DNA key molecule (prepared by
d-DNA/l-DNA oligonucleotide synthesis and enzymatic ligation of
the double-stranded DNA; Supplementary Fig. 8 and Supplementary
Table 5), which conveys either a false message ‘error’ or a secret message ‘mirror’ depending on the chirality of reading (Fig. 4). All of the
11 information-storing d-DNA segments were each amplified from
the d-DNA storage library and sequenced by Sanger sequencing to
retrieve the ‘cover text’ (Fig. 4b and Supplementary Table 6). We
show that using natural PCR, one can amplify and sequence only

the d-DNA part of the chimeric DNA key embedded in the storage library, revealing the false message ‘error’ (Fig. 4c,e,g), whereas
using mirror-image PCR, one can amplify and sequence the l-DNA
part of the chimeric DNA key, revealing the secret message ‘mirror’
(Fig. 4d,f,g and Supplementary Figs. 6b and 9).
Mirror-image DNA barcoding of environmental water samples.
To demonstrate that information stored in l-DNA evades biodegradation and contamination from natural environments, we collected unpurified environmental water samples from a local pond
and added a trace amount of 100-bp, double-stranded d- or l-DNA
barcode encoding the location information of sample collection
(‘Lotus Pond, Beijing’; Fig. 5a and Supplementary Table 4) to the
pond water samples (to a final concentration of 50 μg l−1, or 770 pM,
stored at 4 °C). The information-storing l-DNA barcode remained
amplifiable for up to 1 year (Fig. 5c) and potentially beyond, with
the stored information contents reliably retrieved by l-DNA phosphorothioate sequencing (Fig. 5d and Supplementary Figs. 6c and
Nature Biotechnology | www.nature.com/naturebiotechnology
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12). In comparison, the d-DNA barcode of the same sequence
and concentration could no longer be amplified after merely 1 day
under the same conditions (Fig. 5b,c and Supplementary Fig. 10).
Furthermore, we show that spiking the information-storing l-DNA
barcode into the microbial (d-) DNA extracted from the pond water
samples was also bioorthogonal in that it was specifically amplifiable by the mirror-image Pfu DNA polymerase with l-DNA primers
(Supplementary Fig. 13a), and did not affect the (d-DNA) metagenomic sequencing results. No contaminating barcode sequences
were found in more than 11 million Illumina high-throughput
sequencing reads, with the top 10 genera of microbial organisms
present in the pond water samples identified (Supplementary
Fig. 13b), whereas in the control experiment using d-DNA barcode,
more than 20 thousand contaminating barcode sequences were
present (Supplementary Table 7).

Discussion

In this work, we developed an effective mirror-image DNA information system by chemically synthesizing a 90-kDa high-fidelity
mirror-image Pfu DNA polymerase. We used it to accurately
assemble a full-length 1.5-kb mirror-image 16S rRNA gene without
relying on mirror-image DNA ligase45,46. The average size of natural
proteins is ~270–470 aa (~30–50 kDa, corresponding to coding gene
sequences of ~0.9–1.5 kb)47, and >90% of the proteins in Escherichia
coli and >70% of the proteins in other organisms are <600 aa
(~65 kDa, corresponding to coding gene sequences of ~1.8 kb)48.
Thus, the abilities to synthesize mirror-image versions of enzymatic
proteins as large as the Pfu DNA polymerase at 90 kDa, and to assemble kilobase-sized mirror-image genes in turn, will become a key
enabling technology and an important stepping stone towards synthesizing a mirror-image form of life. Surpassing in efficiency and
fidelity the first-generation error-prone mirror-image ASFV pol X at
20 kDa and the second-generation error-prone mirror-image Dpo4
at 40 kDa, the development of this third-generation high-fidelity
mirror-image Pfu DNA polymerase at 90 kDa should open opportunities for realizing advanced mirror-image biology systems and
expanding the mirror-image molecular toolbox for applications in
biotechnology and medicine.
The next crucial step in establishing the mirror-image central
dogma is to realize mirror-image translation through building a
functional mirror-image ribosome2–4. Although we have recently
overcome the limitations of l-RNA chemical synthesis (typically
less than ~70 nt)6 by transcribing a synthetic l-DNA template into
full-length 120-nt mirror-image 5S rRNA19, more efficient enzymatic tools capable of transcribing longer mirror-image genes
into longer l-RNAs are required for obtaining the 1.5-kb 16S
and 2.9-kb 23S rRNAs, as well as messenger RNAs (mRNAs) for
translation. One possibility is to transform DNA polymerases into
DNA-dependent RNA polymerases as previously demonstrated49.
Indeed, we have succeeded in reengineering the split, mutant Pfu
DNA polymerase (with an additional six point mutations, encoding V93Q, D141A, E143A, Y410G, A486L and E665K) into an efficient DNA-dependent RNA polymerase (Supplementary Fig. 14).
However, the preparation and purification of long single-stranded
l-DNA templates pose another challenge and should be addressed
first. Alternatively, synthesizing the mirror-image version of the T7
RNA polymerase, which uses double-stranded l-DNA templates,
should enable the enzymatic transcription of the long mirror-image
rRNAs and mRNAs required for mirror-image translation.
Moreover, the synthesis of a mirror-image DNase may also help
digest the l-DNA templates for l-RNA purification after transcription19, and eliminate the information-storing l-DNA molecules
after use as a biocontainment strategy.
The increasingly rapid pace at which data are being generated
worldwide has created a growing need for reliable, high-density
storage media to preserve the massive amount of information.
Nature Biotechnology | www.nature.com/naturebiotechnology

Storage in DNA, nature’s molecule of choice for encoding vast
genomic instructions in tightly packed chromosomes, has emerged
as a potential solution50–52. With the same informational capacity as
natural DNA, mirror-image DNA is uniquely suited for the task of
bioorthogonal information storage thanks to its abilities to evade
biodegradation and contamination, a concept we proposed earlier
with the development of mirror-image DNA chemical sequencing41. Mirror-image DNA information storage and chiral steganography can be also applied in conjunction with DNA cryptography
to provide an extra layer of security through encryption. Future
efforts to reengineer the mirror-image polymerases (for example,
by synthesizing mutant or truncated versions without 3′–5′ exonuclease activity) for l-DNA Sanger sequencing, to synthesize
specialized mirror-image polymerases or helicases for l-DNA
nanopore sequencing, or to develop automated, high-throughput
l-DNA sequencing techniques may lead to new applications such as
large-scale, dynamic l-DNA information storage and direct selection of l-nucleic acid aptamer drugs. The efficient assembly, amplification and sequencing of information-storing l-DNA may present
opportunities for applications in data storage, DNA computing,
l-DNA-encoded library screening, environmental barcoding, food
and drug labeling, medical implant monitoring, anti-counterfeiting
tagging and secure communication. The accurate assembly of
mirror-image genes and even entire genomes in the future could
also make the mirror-image DNA information system suitable for
producing mirror-image genome backup copies of natural organisms for genome banking purposes.
Undoubtedly, the information-storing l-DNAs are still susceptible to physical stress and chemical degradation53, and future studies
to better understand the environmental processing and degradation
of mirror-image molecules under various temperature, humidity
and pH conditions, as well as their potential interactions with natural biology systems should be carried out. Incorporation into other
DNA-protecting storage architectures may help further improve
their stability in practical settings54,55. Conversely, given their unique
ability to evade biodegradation, l-DNAs may become an excellent
model system for studying DNA stability under physical stress and
chemical degradation. Currently, applications of the mirror-image
DNA information system are limited by high costs and slow writing
and reading speeds, as well as the relative inconvenience of l-DNA
sequencing and lack of error-correction mechanisms. Nonetheless,
because mirror-image molecules behave in a reciprocal manner to
their natural twins2,11–17,56, our vast knowledge about the biochemistry, biophysics and design of natural proteins and nucleic acids
can be immediately applied to the mirror-image system, making
it uniquely robust and practical among the numerous synthetic
non-canonical molecular systems that have been proposed.
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Methods

Materials. l-DNA oligonucleotides were synthesized on the H-8 oligonucleotide
synthesizer (K&A Laborgeraete) with l-deoxynucleoside phosphoramidites
(ChemGenes). l-deoxynucleoside triphosphates (l-dNTPs) and l-dNTPαSs were
synthesized from l-deoxynucleosides (ChemGenes)57. Primers for recombinant
protein expression were ordered from Genewiz. Primers for 16S rRNA gene
assembly were purified by denaturing PAGE with single-nucleotide resolution.
Other DNA oligonucleotides were purified by oligonucleotide purification
cartridges (Ruibiotech). The PAGE DNA Purification Kit was purchased from
Tiandz. ExRed was purchased from Beijing Zoman Biotech. Tris base, NP-40,
Tween 20, KCl, guanidine hydrochloride (Gn·HCl) and β-mercaptoethanol
(β-ME) were purchased from Amresco. Imidazole and EDTA were purchased from
Solarbio Life Sciences. 2-Indoethanol was purchased from Aladdin Bio-Chem
Technology. 2-Chlorotrityl chloride resin (loading = 0.6 mmol g−1) was purchased
from Tianjin Nankai Hecheng Science & Technology. Wang Chemmatrix resin
was purchased from CSBio. Fmoc-d-amino acids, Fmoc-l-amino acids and O(6-chlorobenzotriazol-1-yl)-N,N,N′,N′-tetramethyluronium hexafluorophosphate
(HCTU) were purchased from GL Biochem. N,N-Diisopropylethylamine
(DIEA), trifluoroacetic acid, N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), thioanisole,
triisopropylsilane, 1,2-ethanedithiol, palladium chloride (PdCl2), sodium
2-mercaptoethanesulfonate and 2,2′-azobis[2-(2-imidazolin-2-yl)
propane] dihydrochloride (VA-044) were purchased from J&K Scientific.
4-Mercaptophenylacetic acid (MPAA) was purchased from Alfa Aesar.
Piperidine, Na2HPO4·12H2O, NaH2PO4·2H2O, sodium nitrite (NaNO2) and
acetic anhydride were purchased from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co. NaCl,
NaOH and hydrochloric acid were purchased from Sinopharm Chemical
Reagent Co. Dichloromethane was purchased from Shanghai Titan Scientific Co.
Tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine hydrochloride (TCEP·HCl), Fmoc-NHNH2, ethyl
cyanoglyoxylate-2-oxime (Oxyma), N,N′-diisopropylcarbodiimide (DIC) and dl1,4-dithiothreitol (DTT) were purchased from Adamas Reagent Co. Glutathione
(reduced form) was purchased from Acros Organics. Anhydrous ether was
purchased from Beijing Tongguang Fine Chemicals Co. Acetonitrile (HPLC grade)
was purchased from J. T. Baker.
Fmoc-based SPPS. All peptides were synthesized by Fmoc-based SPPS on the
Liberty Blue automated microwave peptide synthesizer (CEM) and Prelude
X automated peptide synthesizer (Protein Technologies). Peptides with a
carboxy-terminal carboxylate such as Pfu-N-9 and Pfu-C-6 were synthesized on
Wang Chemmatrix resin (CSBio) preloaded with the first C-terminal residue. All
of the other peptides were synthesized on Fmoc-hydrazine 2-chlorotrityl chloride
resin to prepare peptide hydrazides58. For each peptide acid, the first residue was
manually attached to the Wang Chemmatrix resin by a double coupling method.
In the first coupling reaction, amino acid was coupled for 1 h at 30 °C using 4
equivalents (equiv.) of amino acid, 3.8 equiv. HCTU and 8 equiv. DIEA, and
the resin was washed with DMF and dichloromethane. Without deprotection,
the second coupling reaction was carried out overnight at 25 °C with 4 equiv.
amino acid, 4 equiv. Oxyma and 4 equiv. DIC. All resins were swelled in DMF for
5–10 min before use. The Fmoc groups of both resins and the assembled amino
acids were removed by treatment with 20% piperidine and 0.1 M Oxyma in DMF at
85 °C. Coupling of amino acids except Fmoc-Cys(Trt)-OH and Fmoc-His(Trt)-OH
was carried out at 85 °C using 4 equiv. amino acid, 4 equiv. Oxyma and 8 equiv.
DIC. The coupling reactions for Fmoc-Cys(Trt)-OH and Fmoc-His(Trt)-OH
were carried out at 50 °C for 10 min to avoid side reactions at high temperature.
Trifluoroacetyl thiazolidine-4-carboxylic acid-OH (ref. 59) was coupled using
Oxyma/DIC activation at room temperature overnight. After the completion of
peptide chain assembly, peptides were cleaved from resin using H2O/thioanisole/
triisopropylsilane/1,2-ethanedithiol/trifluoroacetic acid (0.5/0.5/0.5/0.25/8.25)
(vol/vol). The cleavage reaction took 2.5 h under agitation at 27 °C. Most of the
trifluoroacetic acid in the mixture was removed by N2 blowing, and cold ether was
added to precipitate the crude peptide. After centrifugation, the supernatant was
discarded and the precipitates were washed twice with ether. The crude peptides
were dissolved in CH3CN/H2O, analyzed by RP-HPLC and electrospray ionization
mass spectrometry (ESI-MS), and purified by semi-preparative HPLC.
NCL. The C-terminal peptide hydrazide segment was dissolved in acidified
ligation buffer (aqueous solution of 6 M Gn·HCl and 0.1 M NaH2PO4, pH 3.0).
The mixture was cooled in an ice–salt bath (−10 °C), and 10 equiv. NaNO2 in
acidified ligation buffer (pH 3.0) was added. The activation reaction system was
kept in an ice–salt bath under stirring for 25 min, after which 40 equiv. MPAA in
ligation buffer and 1 equiv. N-terminal cysteine peptide were added, and the pH
of the solution was adjusted to 6.5 at room temperature. After overnight reaction,
150 mM TCEP in ligation buffer (pH adjusted to 7.0) was added to dilute the
system twice and the reaction system was kept at room temperature for 30 min
with stirring. Finally, the ligation product was analyzed by HPLC and ESI-MS, and
purified by semi-preparative HPLC. Notably, during the ligation of the Pfu-C-1
and Pfu-C-2 segments, we discovered that the ligation was very inefficient due to
the insoluble Pfu-C-2 segment, and thus we increased the initial concentration
of Gn·HCl to 8 M (final Gn·HCl concentration at ~7 M), which substantially
improved the solubility and ligation efficiency of the two peptide segments.
Nature Biotechnology | www.nature.com/naturebiotechnology
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Desulfurization. Cysteine-containing peptide (3 mg ml−1) was dissolved in
desulfurization buffer (0.1 M aqueous phosphate buffer containing 6 M Gn·HCl,
200 mM TCEP, 40 mM reduced l-glutathione and 20 mM VA-044, pH 6.8). The
mixture was stirred at 37 °C overnight, and the desulfurization product was
analyzed by HPLC and ESI-MS, and purified by semi-preparative HPLC.
Acm deprotection. The Acm group was removed by the Pd-assisted deprotection
strategy60. Acm-protected peptide was dissolved in Acm deprotection buffer
(aqueous solution of 6 M Gn·HCl, 0.1 M phosphate and 40 mM TCEP, pH 7.0) to a
final concentration of 1 mM, after which 20 equiv. PdCl2 was added. The reaction
mixture was incubated with agitation at 25 °C overnight. DTT was added to 50 mM
final concentration to quench the reaction. The reaction mixture was stirred for 1 h
and purified by semi-preparative HPLC.
RP-HPLC and ESI-MS. All RP-HPLC analyses and purification procedures were
carried out on Shimadzu Prominence HPLC systems (Shimadzu) with SPD-20A
ultraviolet–visible detectors and LC-20AT solvent delivery units. An Ultimate
XB-C4 column (5 μm, 4.6 × 250 mm; Welch Materials) was used for analysis at a
flow rate of 1 ml min−1 to monitor the ligation reactions and analyze the purity of
the peptide products. Ultimate XB-C4 and C18 columns (5 μm, 21.2 × 250 mm or
5 μm, 10 × 250 mm; Welch Materials) were used to separate the crude peptides and
ligation products, respectively, at a flow rate of 4–8 ml min−1. The purified products
were characterized by ESI-MS on a Shimadzu LC/MS-2020 system (Shimadzu).
Design of the mutant Pfu DNA polymerase. To design a mutant Pfu DNA
polymerase to facilitate its chemical synthesis and reduce the synthesis costs for
the mirror-image version, MSA was performed among Pfu, KOD1, Tgo, 9°N-7
and Tok polymerases, revealing the highly conserved and the less conserved
residues (Supplementary Fig. 1). To avoid affecting the PCR activity and fidelity
of the polymerase, the highly conserved residues revealed by MSA were largely
left unchanged, while some of the less conserved ones were substituted to
introduce additional NCL sites and less bulky or hydrophobic amino acids. In
addition, while the mirror-image versions of all proteinogenic amino acids are
commercially available and most have similar prices to their natural counterparts,
d-isoleucine is ~300-fold more expensive than l-isoleucine and the rest of the
d-amino acids (in part due to the existence of two chiral centers that makes its
synthesis and purification difficult), often accounting for 80–90% of the d-amino
acid costs when synthesizing mirror-image proteins (depending on the abundance
of isoleucine, typically at ~5% in natural proteins37). Thus, we substituted the
isoleucine residues (although other bulky and hydrophobic amino acids such
as phenylalanine and tyrosine can also be substituted using similar methods)
to other less bulky or hydrophobic amino acids36,37 to facilitate the chemical
synthesis and reduce the synthesis costs for the mirror-image version. For some
of the isoleucine substitutions (I171A, I191V, I256V, I268L, I401V, I598V, I619V,
I643V, I734V and I745V) in the conserved regions revealed by MSA, structural
data (PDB: 3A2F) were taken into consideration to substitute isoleucine with less
bulky or hydrophobic amino acids that can fit into the structure and would have
comparable interactions with the surrounding residues (atomic distance <3.5 Å)61.
This approach resulted in reducing by approximately half the d-amino acid costs
for synthesizing the mirror-image Pfu DNA polymerase, which may benefit its
large-scale synthesis and practical applications in the future.
Protein expression and purification. The gene of Pfu DNA polymerase was
cloned into the pET-28c plasmid, and mutants were constructed by the pEASY-Uni
Seamless Cloning and Assembly Kit (TransGen Biotech). Proteins fused to an
N-terminal His6 tag were expressed using E. coli strain BL21 (DE3) in lysogeny
broth (LB) medium. The induced cells were collected and resuspended in lysis
buffer (40 mM Tris-HCl, 300 mM NaCl, 10 mM imidazole, 10 mM β-ME and
10 mg ml−1 lysozyme, pH 8.0). Cell lysate was heated at 85 °C for 15 min, and the
thermolabile proteins were subsequently removed by centrifugation at 20,000g
for 40 min at 4 °C. The supernatant was incubated in Ni-NTA Superflow resin
(Senhui Microsphere Technology) for 1 h at 4 °C. The resin was washed by a
buffer containing 40 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 300 mM NaCl, 40 mM imidazole
and 10 mM β-ME, which was then eluted by a buffer containing 40 mM Tris-HCl
(pH 8.0), 300 mM NaCl, 250 mM imidazole and 10 mM β-ME. The purified and
concentrated Pfu DNA polymerase and mutants were dialyzed against a storage
buffer containing 100 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 50% glycerol, 0.2 mM EDTA, 0.2%
NP-40 nonionic detergent, 0.2% Tween 20 and 2 mM DTT. l-Dpo4-5m was
expressed and purified from E. coli15,16. d-Dpo4-5m was synthesized and folded
according to our previously reported methods, except that automated peptide
synthesizers were used, and norleucine was replaced by methionine15,16.
Folding of synthetic Pfu DNA polymerases in vitro. Lyophilized Pfu-N fragment
or Pfu-C fragment was dissolved in 4 M or 5 M Gn·HCl containing 10 mM
β-ME, respectively. Protein folding in vitro was performed by mixing equal
concentrations of the two fragments (0.5 μM), followed by dialyzing against a
buffer containing 40 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 1 mM EDTA, 100 mM KCl and 10%
glycerol, overnight at 4 °C. The folded Pfu DNA polymerase was heated to 85 °C
for 15 min to precipitate thermolabile peptides, which were subsequently removed
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by centrifugation at 20,000g for 40 min at 4 °C. The supernatant was concentrated
and dialyzed against a storage buffer of 100 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 50% glycerol,
0.2 mM EDTA, 0.2% NP-40 nonionic detergent, 0.2% Tween 20 and 2 mM DTT.
PCR activity and fidelity of synthetic Pfu DNA polymerases. The natural
and mirror-image PCR reactions were performed in a 50-μl reaction system
containing 1× Pfu buffer (Solarbio Life Sciences), with 200 μM (each) dNTPs,
0.2 μM (each) primers, template and polymerase. To quantify the PCR activity
of Pfu DNA polymerase and its mutants, the polymerases were adjusted to the
same concentration with WT Pfu DNA polymerase by 12% SDS–PAGE. The
PCR program settings were 94 °C for 3 min (initial denaturation); 94 °C for 30 s,
50–65 °C (melting temperature (Tm) dependent) for 30 s, and 72 °C for 1–7 min
(depending on the amplicon length), for 10–35 cycles; 72 °C for 10 min (final
extension). To quantify the amplification efficiency of synthetic Pfu DNA
polymerase, a 100-bp DNA sequence was used as the template. The amplification
products of the first nine cycles were analyzed with the ImageJ software (https://
imagej.nih.gov/ij). To examine the fidelity of synthetic Pfu DNA polymerase,
products of natural PCR (on a 1.2-kb d-DNA sequence from the pUC19 plasmid)
after cycle 45 were purified by the V-elute Gel Mini Purification Kit (Beijing
Zoman Biotechnology) and cloned by the Zero background ZT4 Simple-Blunt
Fast Clone Kit (Beijing Zoman Biotechnology) for Sanger sequencing, and the
polymerase fidelity was calculated with the duplication number set to 12, according
to previously described methods62.
DNA-templated RNA polymerization. RNA polymerization was performed in 1×
Thermopol buffer (New England Biolabs), 3 mM MgSO4, 0.625 mM (each) NTPs,
0.5 μM 5′-FAM-labeled DNA primer (21 nt), 1 μM single-stranded DNA template
(41 nt) and polymerase. Before the addition of polymerase, the reaction system
was heated to 94 °C for 30 s and slowly cooled to 4 °C for annealing. The primer
extension reaction took place at 65 °C for 10 min. The reaction was stopped by the
addition of loading buffer containing 98% formamide, 0.25 mM EDTA and 0.0125%
SDS, and the products were analyzed by 20% denaturing PAGE in 8 M urea.
Assembly of 16S rRNA gene. Synthetic oligonucleotides of ~90 nt in length
at concentrations of 0.005–0.02 μM each (inner) or 0.2 μM each (outer) were
assembled into a full-length gene in two steps by synthetic l- Pfu DNA polymerase.
In the first step, the assembly PCR program settings were 94 °C for 3 min (initial
denaturation); 94 °C for 30 s, 60 °C for 30 s, and 72 °C for 3 min, for 35 cycles; 72 °C
for 10 min (final extension). In the second step, the previously assembled DNA
blocks of 450–600 bp in length were purified by 1.5% agarose gel before being
subject to assembly PCR. The assembly PCR program settings were 94 °C for 3 min
(initial denaturation); 94 °C for 30 s, 60 °C for 30 s, and 72 °C for 7 min, for 35 cycles;
72 °C for 10 min (final extension). The assembled product was further amplified
with PCR program settings: 94 °C for 3 min (initial denaturation); 94 °C for 30 s,
60 °C for 30 s, and 72 °C for 7 min, for 35 cycles; 72 °C for 10 min (final extension).
The final d-DNA products of natural assembly PCR were purified by the V-elute
Gel Mini Purification Kit (Beijing Zoman Biotechnology), and cloned by the Zero
Background ZT4 Simple-Blunt Fast Clone Kit (Beijing Zoman Biotechnology) for
Sanger sequencing. The assembly of a full-length 1.5-kb mirror-image 16S rRNA
gene was performed using the same oligonucleotide purification approach and
mirror-image assembly PCR by the mirror-image Pfu DNA polymerase.
l-DNA phosphorothioate sequencing. The l-DNA phosphorothioate
sequencing approach used in this work was modified from methods for d-DNA
phosphorothioate sequencing reported in the literature42,43. The l-DNA to be
sequenced was specifically amplified with 5′-FAM-labeled (forward) and/or
5′-Cy5-labeled (reverse) sequencing primers by d-Dpo4-5m in four separate PCR
reactions, within which one of the l-dNTPs was replaced by the corresponding
l-dNTPαS. The PCR program settings were 86 °C for 3 min (initial denaturation);
86 °C for 30 s, 54 °C (Tm dependent) for 1 min, and 65 °C for 1–2.5 min (depending
on the amplicon length), for 45 cycles; 65 °C for 5 min (final extension). The PCR
products (mixed 1:20 w/w with unlabeled carrier double-stranded d-DNA of the
same length and sequence) were purified by 8% or 10% denaturing PAGE and
dissolved in water to a concentration of ~200 ng μl−1. For each sequencing reaction,
2.5 μl of labeled l-DNA was mixed with 2.5 μl of a denaturation buffer (98%
formamide and 0.25 mM EDTA) containing 2% (v/v) 2-iodoethanol, followed by
heating to 95 °C for 3 min, before immediate transfer to ice. The samples were loaded
on slabs of 0.4 mm × 340 mm × 300 mm, separated by 10% polyacrylamide gel in
8 M urea. The gel was pre-run at 50 W (constant power) for 2 h before being heated
to 40–50 °C. After loading, the gel was run at 50 W (constant power) for 1.5 h and
paused for fluorescent scanning, following which the gel continued running and was
scanned every other hour until a total running time of up to 3.5 h (depending on
the l-DNA length). The polyacrylamide gel was scanned by a Typhoon Trio+ system
operated under Cy2 and/or Cy5 modes. Gel quantification and chromatogram
analysis were performed by the ImageJ software (https://imagej.nih.gov/ij).
Mirror-image DNA information storage. The selected paragraph from Pasteur’s
1860 publication1 containing 550 characters was encoded into a DNA sequence
with 1,650 nucleotides according to Supplementary Table 3, and archived in 11
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double-stranded l-DNA segments of 220 bp in length, each assembled from 4
short, synthetic l-DNA oligonucleotides of 70–90 nt by the mirror-image Pfu
DNA polymerase. The assembly PCR program settings were 94 °C for 3 min
(initial denaturation); 94 °C for 30 s, 55 °C for 30 s, and 72 °C for 2 min (depending
on the amplicon length), for 35 cycles; 72 °C for 10 min (final extension). All 11
l-DNA segments in the l-DNA storage library were amplified by the mirror-image
Pfu DNA polymerase with l-M13-F and l-M13-R primers and treated with
natural DNase I (Turbo DNase, Invitrogen) to demonstrate their resistance to
natural nuclease digestion. The information-storing l-DNA segments were each
amplified from the DNase I-treated l-DNA storage library, and the S1 segment was
specifically amplified with 5′-FAM-labeled (forward) and 5′-Cy5-labeled (reverse)
sequencing primers by d-Dpo4-5m in four separate PCR reactions, within which
one of the l-dNTPs was replaced by the corresponding l-dNTPαS for l-DNA
phosphorothioate sequencing (Supplementary Figs. 6a and 7).
Chiral steganography. The chimeric d-DNA/l-DNA oligonucleotides were
synthesized with d- and l-deoxynucleoside phosphoramidites using the
methods described above. The oligonucleotides d-F1, d-R1, d/l-F2 and d/l-R2
(Supplementary Table 5) were heated to 95 °C for 3 min and slowly cooled to
4 °C for annealing, and the annealed double-stranded DNAs were ligated by
the T3 DNA ligase (New England Biolabs; the T4 DNA ligase was also capable
of the ligation, as shown in Supplementary Fig. 8b) at 25 °C for 1.5 h. The
d-DNA storage library encoding the selected paragraph from Pasteur’s 1860
publication1 that served as a ‘cover text’ was prepared by the TransStart FastPfu
Fly polymerase (TransGen Biotech) using similar methods as for the l-DNA
storage library. The chimeric double-stranded d-DNA/l-DNA key purified by
agarose gel electrophoresis was added to the d-DNA storage library at the same
molar concentration as each d-DNA segment. The 11 information-storing d-DNA
segments and the d-DNA part of the chimeric DNA key were each amplified
with segment-specific primers from the storage library and cloned by the Zero
Background ZT4 Simple-Blunt Fast Clone Kit (Beijing Zoman Biotechnology) for
Sanger sequencing (Supplementary Table 6). The l-DNA part of the chimeric DNA
key was amplified with l-M13F and l-M13R primers by d-Dpo4-5m from the
storage library, with the following PCR program settings: 86 °C for 3 min (initial
denaturation); 86 °C for 30 s, 55 °C for 1 min, and 65 °C for 1 min, for 45 cycles;
65 °C for 5 min (final extension). The amplified l-DNA sequence was further
amplified with 5′-Cy5-labeled reverse sequencing primer by d-Dpo4-5m and
sequenced by the phosphorothioate approach (Supplementary Figs. 6b and 9).
Mirror-image DNA barcoding of environmental water samples. Unpurified water
samples were collected from the Lotus Pond at Tsinghua University (40° 0′ 27″ N,
116° 19′ 34″ E) on 8 December 2019. Synthetic d- or l-DNA oligonucleotides were
heated to 95 °C for 5 min and slowly cooled to 4 °C for annealing, and the annealed
double-stranded d- or l-DNA barcode was added to the fresh pond water samples
to a final concentration of 50 μg l−1, or 770 pM, after which the samples were stored
at 4 °C without avoiding light. The amplification and sequencing-by-synthesis of
l-DNA barcode can be performed by both the mirror-image Dpo4 and Pfu DNA
polymerase, although for the convenience of synthesizing mirror-image Dpo4,
we primarily used d-Dpo4-5m for amplifying and sequencing the short l-DNA
barcode. To amplify the d- or l-DNA barcode, 2 ml of the pond water samples
was filtered by an Acrodisc Syringe Filter with 0.2 μm Supor Membrane (Pall),
and resuspended in diethyl pyrocarbonate (DEPC)-treated water by an Amicon
Utra centrifugal filter unit (0.5 ml, 10,000 molecular weight cutoff), before being
amplified by l- or d-Dpo4-5m. The PCR program settings were 86 °C for 3 min
(initial denaturation); 86 °C for 30 s, 55 °C for 10 s, and 65 °C for 10 s, for 30 cycles;
65 °C for 5 min (final extension). The MI-PCR program settings were 86 °C for
3 min (initial denaturation); 86 °C for 30 s, 55 °C for 30 s, and 65 °C for 30 s, for
30 cycles; 65 °C for 5 min (final extension). To amplify the l-DNA barcode after
long-term (1 year) storage, 40 ml of the pond water samples was filtered and
concentrated in DEPC-treated water for amplification by d-Dpo4-5m. The MI-PCR
program settings were 86 °C for 3 min (initial denaturation); 86 °C for 30 s, 55 °C
for 1 min, and 65 °C for 1 min, for 30 cycles; 65 °C for 5 min (final extension).
The amplified l-DNA barcode was further amplified with 5′-Cy5-labeled reverse
sequencing primer by d-Dpo4-5m in four separate PCR reactions, within which
one of the l-dNTPs was replaced by the corresponding l-dNTPαS for l-DNA
sequencing. The amplification and sequencing of l-DNA barcode in pond water
samples after 8 months were performed before the initial submission of this paper
(Supplementary Fig. 11), and the amplification and sequencing results after 1
year were obtained during revision (Fig. 5 and Supplementary Figs. 6c and 12).
For microbial (d-) DNA extraction, the pond water samples were filtered with a
MicroFunnel Filter Funnel with 0.2 μm Supor Membrane (Pall), and the microbial
DNA was extracted by the DNeasy PowerSoil Kit (Qiagen). The d- or l-DNA
barcode was spiked into the microbial DNA extracted from the pond water samples,
and amplified by synthetic natural and mirror-image Pfu DNA polymerases. An
amount of ~2 μg extracted DNA from each sample was used for metagenomic
sequencing library preparation. Sequencing libraries were generated and index
codes were added, and sequenced by the Illumina NovaSeq 6000 sequencing
platform (Illumina) with paired-end reads of 150 bp. The raw reads (available
at the National Center for Biotechnology Information under the BioProject
Nature Biotechnology | www.nature.com/naturebiotechnology
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number PRJNA707266) were pre-processed by Fastp63, and the clean reads
were analyzed by FastQC (http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/
fastqc/). Metagenomic analysis of microbial organisms present in the pond water
samples was performed by MetaPhlAn 2.7.7 (http://huttenhower.sph.harvard.edu/
metaphlan2 (ref. 64); Supplementary Fig. 13b and Supplementary Table 7).
Reporting Summary. Further information on research design is available in the
Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability

The data that support the findings of this study are available within the paper and
its Supplementary Information. Metagenomic sequencing data are available at
the National Center for Biotechnology Information under the BioProject number
PRJNA707266.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Design of the mutant Pfu-N fragment. a, Mutant Pfu-N fragment amino acid sequence with an N-terminal His6 tag and 4
point mutations (E102A, E276A, K317G, V367L, in parentheses) to introduce additional NCL sites. In addition, 25 isoleucine residues (underlined)
were substituted to facilitate the chemical synthesis and reduce the synthesis costs for the mirror-image version. Colors of the amino acid sequences
correspond to the peptide segment colors used in panel b. b, Synthetic route for synthesizing the mutant Pfu-N fragment.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Design of the mutant Pfu-C fragment. a, Mutant Pfu-C fragment amino acid sequence with 1 point mutation (I540A, in
parentheses) to introduce an additional NCL site. In addition, 16 isoleucine residues (underlined) were substituted to facilitate the chemical synthesis and
reduce the synthesis costs for the mirror-image version. Colors of the amino acid sequences correspond to the peptide segment colors used in panel b.
b, Synthetic route for synthesizing the mutant Pfu-C fragment.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | Mirror-image DNA information storage. a, Design of information-storing L-DNA segments. Caret, uppercase. b, Experimental
procedures for mirror-image DNA information storage.
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